
• I would just like to thank The Ken3sh Match Company for taking all our empty cardboard 
boxes from J & H Convenience Store it saves us a lot of money if we dispose of them 
ourselves.  I wished all the other were providing the same service. 
J Thind, J&H Convenience Store, Dover, Kent 

• Ken3sh Match is a great supplier who can provide you with excellent customer service. The 
representa3ve comes to take my order always on the agreed day and 3me. The stock levels 
are very good given the current market situa3on. The delivery is always on 3me. I would 
give them 10 out of 10 for everything they do. Great product range, great price and great 
service. I am and will be their loyal customer. 

Raj Nayi, Broadfield Newsagent & Post office, Crawley 

• We have been ordering from The Ken3sh Match Company for nearly 10 years now. Their 
range has grown significantly over this period of 3me and they have a great range catering 
for most of our needs. 
The margins they work on are also good and they have a great range of price marked stock. 
Some of the items they stock are difficult if not impossible to purchase elsewhere. 
Phil is our rep for them and he is a very kind and considerate man whose approach is not 
pushy and he gives us honest advice. 
Their drivers are also kind and considerate. We have had awful experiences with our 
courier companies so I am speaking from experience.  
They have proven to be a lifeline especially through Covid lockdowns. Delivering what we 
wanted with the upmost of care. 
I really would be lost without them. Thank you for each and every member of staff for 
providing such great service. 
Sapna Patel, Eltham Park Londis, London 

• My family has been dealing with Ken3sh Match for over 50 years. In that 3me the range of 
products they sell has altered significantly so they now compete in the current retail 
market at a high level. Myself, my father and my grandmother have all had dealings with 
Graham Smith over the years, who has always been accommoda3ng and goes the extra 
mile with specific requests. More recently I have been dealing with Phil as our sales rep 
and MaVhew in the office. Both are helpful with their guidance on the best products to 
stock. 
Ken3sh Match also re-use a lot of my opened cardboard boxes from previous orders and 
other suppliers. This saves me disposing of them and also helps the environment. 
Graham Margerum, Director of Margerums LTD, Canterbury, Kent 

• We have been dealing with Ken3sh Match Company for over 20 years. Firstly, with Andy 
and more recently Phil.  During that 3me not only have our reps been excellent but the 
company has shown a great deal of understanding as to how to work and deal with 
independent retailers.  Long may this great rela3onship con3nue. 
Harry, Nisa Local, Gravesend, Kent 


